Why Deloitte?

Experience matters

Seamless and integrated approach

Providing holistic solutions taking
cognizance of tax, social security, and
immigration issues

Global Immigration Network covering
over 150 country locations with over
1,000 professionals

Technology integrated with tax and
mobility practice

Standardized experience for
stakeholders on all Mobility matters
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Employee Mobility
An overview

Why now?

Recent trends and challenges in India

Immigration services
A snapshot

Inbound Compliance Services
As companies expand their global footprint
and presence, workforce mobility
becomes critical.
Immigration

Companies need to deploy talent
into emerging markets with evolving
Immigration regulations and to
geographies where consequences for
non-compliance may be severe.

Stringent rules on Immigration, regulatory,
tax, social security, etc., have created
complexities in such movements.

Immigration, being an integral part
of employee mobility, needs to be
addressed strategically by a policy and
operationally by robust processes.

Immigration compliance requirements and
risks need to be effectively and efficiently
managed.

Residential
Certificate and
Permit (RC/RP)

Consular Visa

Visa & RC/RP
Extension

Continuous regulatory changes and reforms

Inconsistent application of policies across different
Foreigners’ Regional Registration Offices (FRRO) and
Foreigners’ Registration Offices (FRO)

OCI card

Increased focus of authorities on compliance and
administration

Outbound Compliance Services

Exchange of Information—Immigration, tax, and social
security authorities

Others (visa conversion,
change of employer,
surrender of RC/RP)

Work Permit
Our
Services

Initial Visa

Apostille/
Legalization
Police Clearance
Certificate

Frequent changes to processes and documentation
requirements

Advisory Services
Visa Assessment

Immigration
Diagnostic

